
Sweet Surrender is the latest single from Danish-born artist Jakob Kupferberg. 

Originally released as the title track from his second EP, Jakob chose to go back in the 

studio and remix the string-laden song. The result is a double A-side featuring a brand 

new single mix and an acoustic version of the epic alt-rock ballad. 

Sweet Surrender is the sound of a spiritual journey. Through biblical imagery, Jakob 

illustrates this feeling, amplified by his concerns about the state of the world. Swelling 

instrumentation accompanies him as he cries out to a higher entity in search of truth and 

salvation. This is, quite simply, a song of redemption. 

Jakob Kupferberg 
- Double A-side Sweet Surrender out March 12
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Listen to Sweet Surrender - Single Edit here & Acoustic Version here 

https://soundcloud.com/jakobkupferberg/sweet-surrender-single/s-ikFuDYK2CNG
https://soundcloud.com/jakobkupferberg/sweet-surrender-dancing-feathers-mix/s-SVd6QEvGWQZ
http://www.peterdrastrup.com/personal/tag/kupferberg


Jakob is gearing up for a busy year. His latest EP — including the singles It’s (Never) Too 

Late for Love and Sudafed — has received growing attention from the international 

music press. He is currently hard at work planning the release of his debut album, The 

Great Awakening, with his record label Peak Hour Intl. Add in his continued role as a 

climate and human rights advocate, and Jakob is set to reach a new peak in 2021. 

Praise for Jakob Kupferberg: 

“What's possibly most alluring is Jakob's emotional and unique vocal style. Belting over 

melodic rock harmonies, songs swirl around you and surround you with a different 

feeling with each song” — The Sounds Won’t Stop 

 

“What I love about Jakob’s music is the potency of his content coupled with soul-stirring 

vocals” — Nexus Music Blog 

 

“Aesthetically, the strings and stirring vocals remind me fondly of The Waterboys […] 

with shades of Rolling Stones” — Mike Mineo, Obscure Sound 

 

“If you are looking for a subjective soundtrack for the end of the world, Jakob 

Kupferberg has just what you need” — The Other Side Reviews 

 

“Jakob is a timeless storyteller, his fine but strong voice expresses emotions that open 

your soul” — Edgar Allan Poets 

 

Follow Jakob 

Official Website // Instagram // Spotify

https://www.jakobkupferberg.com
https://www.instagram.com/jakobkupferberg/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/2VFwQjyTctfErBFV8F9gC4?si=YfYh5ImJShOx1TTvSAJdGQ

